
From MIND TO MArkET.



•  WSJ and USA Today Best-Selling Collaborator
    Works with authors to and business leaders to 

help frame their ideas for publishing success.
•  Written and Edited 35+ books
•  Writes approximately one thousand words        

per hour
•  Experienced working with corporate executives 

and entrepreneurs in ways that maximize      
project goals yet minimize interruption to        
existing commitments and work�ows

•  Coordinates with internal support, communica-
tions, and marketing teams as an advocate for 
the author to fully integrate the book into the 
larger organizational goals

•  Comprehensive approach to get you from mind 
to market e�ciently and e�ectively

About BEN



Books Are the Foundation of a Content Ecosystem
Books are the most widely accepted medium available to collect, organize, and share 
ideas. You don't have to explain how to use them. And you never have to search for a 
plug, update an operating system, or connect to a Wi-Fi network.

Once your book is complete, Ben can turn it into blog posts, email marketing, social 
media content, speeches, presentations, case studies, scripts, podcasts, and a variety of 
other content forms, so you can build your platform of in�uence. 

The e�ort to create a book is fully maximized when you see it as 
the foundation to gaining attention and building an engaged 
tribe of followers and fans.

You Need a Collaborator
Turn your ideas into dollars without the fear of staring at a blank 
screen. 

Ben can take your notes, notions, and outlines and turn them into a book (and more) in 
less time than you think. He is used to working with executives and busy professionals 
and has a proven track-record of delivering a �nished product on time, on budget, and 
on point.

Each project is di�erent and should be treated as such. He has successfully worked with 
publishers, agents, CEOs, executive directors, consultants, and pastors to develop books 
and e-books designed to meet the unique goals you have for the project. 

Ben brings a proven process to get you from idea to done. And since he can write one 
thousand words per hour, Ben can help you meet your publishing deadline without 
having to dramatically disrupt your normal work�ows.

WHY BEN?



Minimal Impact on Existing Workflows
Content is the sum of our questions, obstacles, experiences, and perspectives. These 
insights often emerge in spontaneous moments of inspiration. But when harnessed through 
a system of predictable habits, they can move people to action.

Ben’s experience includes working with sales and development teams, executives, and 
consultants on a single project or on an ongoing basis. 

He can consistently and systematically fuel your content marketing 
and brand journalism engines with minimal interruption to your 
normal work�ows.

You Won’t Have to Do This Alone
Ideas should disrupt, engage, and inspire people to connect, collaborate, and create 
change. Publishing manages the tension between your message and its delivery to ensure 
everyone receives your invitation to create a better tomorrow.

Ben Stroup combines the systematic nature of publishing with the 
revenue responsibilities of marketing to yield a content ecosystem 
that will work for you and accelerate your ability to achieve your 
growth and business expansion targets.

Every author is unique, and every project is di�erent. Whether you start with a manuscript, 
notes, or a blank page, Ben will walk you through the entire project. You won’t be just a 
number or assigned to some random editor in a cubicle. You’ll get his personal attention 
and proven skills.

WHY BEN?



Every author starts in a di�erent place. Ben has re�ned a process that       
eliminates risk, minimizes the responsibilities of the author, and enhances 
the capacity of internal support teams in e�cient and cost-e�ective ways    
to maximize the impact of the desired book project.

Phase One: The Book Concept
It's important to know what you're building before you build it. This phase ensures 
alignment of time, resources, and e�ort and allows for a much more predictable 
pace and project schedule. In turn, it almost completely eliminates the potential 
for ending up with a book that you aren't happy with or doesn't serve you well.

During this phase, Ben interviews the author over a day to two-day period. There is 
almost no preparation required of the author. Once this part of the process is 
complete, Ben will assemble all the ideas, insight, and intent into a document that 
will:

• de�ne the target reader, 
• articulate the market opportunity, 
• identify, compare, and contrast similar projects in the marketplace, 
• highlight a unique value proposition and approach, and 
• suggest a table of contents including chapter titles and descriptions. 

This is a great way to ensure you get the book you want, validate that Ben is the 
collaborator you want to work with, understand how to position the project, and 
have con�dence you know exactly what to expect at every turn. 

Total Time: 4-6 Weeks

The Process
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Phase Two: The Writing Process
The writing process is really driven by two things: 

• the research required to get to the writing process and 
• the length of the manuscript itself. 

Research includes things like personal interviews, statistical analysis, and   
industry-speci�c discoveries. Once the writing process begins, Ben writes one 
thousand words per hour four to �ve hours a day. That enables a �rst draft to  
be completed in four weeks or less from when the writing phase begins. 

Once the �rst draft is complete, Ben and the author trade document versions  
as needed until the author is satis�ed that the manuscript matches the                  
expectations outlined during the book concept phase. Further, Ben adapts    
this process based on the personal preferences and habits of the author to 
ensure it is a pleasant and accessible experience from start to �nish.

Total Time: 2-4 Months

Phase Three: Pre-Production and Publishing Readiness
Pre-Production includes copy editing, proofreading, cover design, and interior 
page design. The goal during this phase is to get to a near-perfect version of 
the manuscript that is ready for publication. The methods of publication can 
vary, but this phase will yield the print-ready �les necessary for the next step.

Total Time: 4-6 Weeks

The Process



The Process

Phase Four: Publication and Distribution
Once your print-ready �les are prepared, they will be submitted to an o�set 
printer or a print-on-demand (POD) printer. They will also be made available for 
Amazon's Kindle, Barnes and Noble's Nook, Adobe's PDF, and Apple's         
iBookstore formats.

If the project is related to marketing or branding only and not to traditional 
publishing distribution outlets, these formats can be adapted to meet the 
needs of the campaign.

Total Time: 2 Weeks (O�set printing time can vary)

Phase Five: Promotion, Engagement, and Content Strategy
Many authors �nd it helpful to extend the working relationship with Ben 
through the creation of social and digital content, scripts, articles, slide decks, 
and other related materials. Given the e�ort and collaboration during the book 
project, there are often extreme e�ciencies created when leaning into long-tail 
content opportunities.

O�cers of supporting teams such as communications, branding,              
sales/development, and marketing also �nd it helpful to include Ben in the 
activities surrounding the book and related initiatives to avoid adding              
additional responsibilities or disrupting current work�ows of busy production 
teams who are likely already running lean.

Total Time: Varies



You're not just hiring a writer; 
you're hiring a collaborator. 

And Ben can provide support in one or all �ve phases to make it 
easy, straightforward, and approachable for C-level executives, 
entrepreneurs, consulting �rms, marketing agencies, nonpro�t 
leaders, church pastors, and business leaders to harness the 
power of publishing to turn content into a platform of in�uence.

Ready to discuss your project? Let’s talk.

The Result

      615.829.6420

      ben@benstroup.com

      benstroup.com

Ben Stroup
Chief Growth Architect


